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EDITOR COMMENTS
Try using tabs in Pages, etc.
You’ll end up with one window
rather than several and it's much
faster to go back and forth
between tasks than with
windows. Pages 34-35.
Jason Snell captured the unease
of many Mac users because of
the lack of 2016 updates of all
the Macs except for small
MacBook (and now the
MacBook Pro). Let's hope
matters improve in 2017.
tinyurl.com/ja885ho.
Daniel Nations gave the iPad Pro
6 stars out of 5. It’s a very
tempting purchase. Pages 7-11.
The MacBook Pro, although
expensive, looks like a winner for
many of us. The new Touch Bar
is fascinating and I can’t wait to
see future developments. A great
way to bring touch to a Mac. Half
of Susie Ochs column is about
the Touch Bar. Pages 12-17.
Pages 47-48 are about routers
a n d h o w t o i m p ro v e y o u r
security. Should be very helpful
in getting the performance and
security for a box that most of us
know little about.

MEETINGS - SECOND
SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

iPad Pro, MacBook Pro, Troubleshooting, iOS 10, Issue
EAT, SWAP, LEARN, & ELECT
This Saturday MLMUG will hold its 13th Annual Holiday Brunch with many of us
bringing in all sorts of good food to share.
MLMUG will provide paper goods and hot beverages.
We’ll also have our Swap Meet and have tables set up for sellers. Bring your used but
in good working condition hardware, software, books, or periodicals to sell or swap.
All items that don't find a new owner will need to go home with their original owner.
As usual, we did not schedule a guest speaker, but will have some of our members
share their favorite tips during the meeting. Look for presentations by Mark
Wassmansdorf (Sticky Spaces), Bob Barton (Interesting iPad Apps), Sue Czarnecki
(Team Children and More), and Maria Arguello (Tips and Tricks That Save Time).
In addition, we will hold elections for Board oﬃcers for 2017.

DECEMBER LOCATION
REMEMBER - We will meet at Hershey’s Mill in West Chester. Take Greenhill to Hershey’s
Drive entry and go up hill to Community Center. Map is at tinyurl.com/hnkbg2z.
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Typical Meeting Agenda

New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.

9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems,
using your Macs & iDevices, & various
applications, & have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
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MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list.
Compose your letter and email it to
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to
everyone on the mailing list.
Posting to this list is restricted to
MLMUG members. Contact Bob
Barton if you are a member and
you are not on the list.
Please observe rules of etiquette.
See the Yahoo Groups Terms of
Service. The MLMUG list may be
used to post Apple/Macintoshrelated items for sale, but any
solicitation of members through
the list is forbidden without the
written consent of a MLMUG
oﬃcer. The list is hosted at Yahoo
Groups.

11:50 - Noon: Raﬄes and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.
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Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.
Macintosh Programming SIG/
Philly Mac Programming Group
The objective of this group is to help
members become more familiar with the
concepts of Macintosh and iOS
programming, i.e., the elements of the
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file
system, etc., and the main Mac
programming tools: AppleScript, Java, C,
and Objective C.
The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each
month, but usually skips January and July.
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The
next meeting will probably be at Ludington
Library in Bryn Mawr.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35
for families. Memberships are based on your
anniversary date, which is the month you joined.
You will be e-mailed reminders when membership
fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
a n d m e e t e v e r y o n e f ro m w o r k i n g M a c
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
• Useful free items at the monthly Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special prices to User
Group members.
• Web Site with 12 months of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
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Bob uses Control—Option— Command—D as the shortcut to
open dictation. Then go to System Preferences - Accessibility Dictation category (about halfway down the categories). Click on
Dictation Commands and Enable the dictation keyword phrase.
Dictation is free and about as good as Dragon Dictate which costs
about $200. You can use a Mac’s built-in mike.

MLMUG November 10, 2016 Meeting Minutes
By Mark Bazrod, Secretary
Maria Arguello, our President, opened the MLMUG meeting for the
MLMUG University at 9:05 AM at the Hershey’s Mill Community
Center near West Chester. There were 39 attendees, including 2
visitors.

On iPhone 6s and 7, you can switch apps by pressing on the left
and swiping right. Several of us could not get this to work so we
continued with pressing the home button twice.

Our presenter for the entire meeting was Bob LeVitus, the author
of 80 books and long time columnist and speaker. This is Bobʼs
15th visit to MLMUG, part of his annual Mid-Atlantic tour.

Snippet expansion. The Text tab of System Preferences Keyboard enables 3 or 4 character shortcuts for words, phrases
and even paragraphs. They are a big time saver.

His theme was Working Smarter For Mac Users, the name of his
upcoming book and current website. tinyurl.com/zjfamng.

A Few Of My Favorite Things.

He is self-publishing his new book (with videos) in electronic form.
He has total control which means images and everything else are
how and where he wants them. Also, Bob will soon have a 9 hour
online course.

• iPhone 7 Plus. Portrait mode is fantastic. Using software and its
two lenses, the 7 Plus blurs the background and produces
professional-looking pictures.

Introduction

• Sandisk iXpand Drive for iDevices. It has a
Lightening connector and a USB connector so
you can connect your computer and your
iDevice. It can be used to store photos,
movies, and files, but not apps. There are
32GB, 64GB and 128GB models. About $40
for the 32GB model. tinyurl.com/gvhc9jj.

What is working smarter? It’s using Macs better, faster and more
elegantly, banishing procrastination, and doing more work in less
time so you have more time for the things you love.
The Pomodoro Technique. tinyurl.com/zj8jtak. Do your work in 25
minute spurts (pomodoras) and then take a short 5 minute break.
After four pomodoras, take a longer 20-30 minute break. Use a
timer. Have a plan for day. List the 3 most important things you
want/need to do plus others. Set times in your calendar for the 3
tasks. Remember there are 1,440 minutes in a day. Don’t waste
them. Bob uses the Zonebox app for the Mac. It’s an excellent
task/time manager based on the Pomodoro Technique. Download
Bob’s free SuperPlan worksheet for using the technique.
tinyurl.com/zyhelxk.

• Ultimate Ears Speakers. There are 3 models of these wireless
speakers. The cost is $99 - $299. The two biggest are
multidirectional. The smallest is about the size of an iPhone.
tinyurl.com/zmerahf.
• Belkin Lightening Audio + Charge Rockstar. Listen to your
iDevice and charge it at the same time. $40 retail. tinyurl.com/
zqpxnlq.

Batch rename files. Free and built into OS. Good for photos.

• Bill Atkinson PhotoCard. This free iPhone app enables you to
email an unlimited number of postcards with photos you have
taken. You can also have physical postcards using a stamp or

There is free dIctation capability in Mac Yosemite and Sierra. Go to
System Preferences - Keyboard and click on the Dictation tab.
5
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have the app mail the card from the US. The cost is about $2 a
card. He also has several hundred photos you can use.
tinyurl.com/zs8k3ea.
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• Crystal Quest. It’s one of the classic old Mac games from the
1980s. $5. amzn.to/2dSi1wW.
• Action movie FX. This app has great explosive eﬀects for your
movies. It’s free and you can buy more eﬀects very cheaply.
tinyurl.com/9ujmstc.

• Kenu Stance. A compact tripod for the iPhone. It is metal, small,
folds up, and can go on your keychain. Great for time lapse and
slo-mo photos. $25. tinyurl.com/hkjyujh.

Other
There are no more Mac startup chimes; discontinued after 32
years. And no chimes of doom. Bob downloaded the sounds from
mactracker.com.
Bob asked what is the best thing about being a Mac user. He says
making great movies cheaply, mostly with what comes with OS.
He uses Photoshop and GarageBand.
Bob’s quick Mac survey found few members use Mission Control,
Launchpad or Split View, but many use Full Screen.

• ZAGG Pocket Keyboard. This is for someone who needs more
than a glass keyboard. It’s metal, not breakable, small and
Bluetooth. It fits nicely in your pocket. It’s only drawback is it’s
not useable on your knee since it is hinged. It looks like it also
works with an iPad. $50-70. amzn.to/2dSg6IL.

Bob was invited to Germany’s Hanover Fair. The theme was
Internet of Things (smart machines communicating with each
other). In Europe IoT is moving to the factory floor. John Deere’s
tractor went from 400 options to 4,000 options - and with lower
prices.
On macro scale, Photos is acceptable for photo editing, but for
detail work you need Photoshop, Photoshop Elements, or
Pixelmator. He likes Photos; it syncs your photos on all devices.
USB - C Connectors. Get used to adapters. Eventually we will not
need them, but it will be several years before they go. Apple has
reduced adapter prices until December 31st so now’s the time to
buy them.

• Duet. This app allows you to use your iDevice as an extra display
for your Mac. Use a Lightening or 30-pin cable. You can also use
it as a third display with your iMac. It is compatible with desktop,
iPad, and iPhone. $16. tinyurl.com/ptupzpu.

The raﬄe for a $100 credit contributed by Yukio Tezuka at the
MacSensei store in the Drexeline Shopping Center on State Road
in Drexel Hill raised $255. I won!

• Apple Music. Bob has 20,000 songs. Apple Music has 30 million
songs. Bob think it uses the same music database as Spotify.
The cost is $10 a month after a 3 month free trial. You can now
use it with Siri. tinyurl.com/j89twj7.

Mark Bazrod
Secretary
6
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Daniel Nations posted the following article to lifewire.com on May
10, 2016. tinyurl.com/h8eqsgq © About.Inc. He has been writing,
programming and following technology since back in the
Commodore Vic 20 days.
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with a much bigger display. The A9X processor powering the iPad
Pro is a dual-core processor, which is interesting considering the
A8X in the iPad Air 2 has three cores, but Apple has boosted the
raw speed of the iPad Pro's processor. The end result is a CPU
and a graphics processor that both run about twice as fast as the
iPad Air 2.

The iPad Pro Review: A Bigger, More Powerful iPad
By Daniel Nations

How fast is it? The A9X processor benchmarks at around the
same score as the $999 Microsoft Surface Pro 4 that has been
upgraded to the Intel Core i5 processor. The i5 processors are the
mid-range Intel processor, so what Apple has done is release an
iPad that clocks in as fast or faster than most laptops.
In fact, the iPad Pro clocked in faster than the 2015 Retina
MacBook Pro running an i5 processor.
It is also important to note that iOS is a much thinner operating
system compared to Mac OS or Windows. This means the iPad
Pro will feel even faster. And with Apple upping the amount of
RAM memory used for apps from 2 GB to 4G, you can multitask
and switch between diﬀerent apps lightning quick.

But it's not just a bigger iPad...
The first thing most people will notice about the iPad is that huge
screen. The second thing they'll notice is the keyboard. No, not
the much-publicized Smart Keyboard. That won't release for
another few weeks. I'm talking about the on-screen keyboard.

Apple has made a big deal about how the iPad Pro can fit right
into the enterprise setting, even bringing up Microsoft on stage to
show oﬀ Microsoft Oﬃce on the new iPad, but in reality, the iPad
Pro may be the ultimate family tablet. There are a number of
things you notice right oﬀ the bat about the iPad Pro, including
that huge, beautiful screen. But what makes it a better iPad for the
home isn't so much how it looks as how it sounds.

When you are holding the iPad in landscape mode, the on-screen
keyboard is about the same width as the keyboard on the 15-inch
MacBook Pro. A full-sized desktop keyboard beats it out by a
fraction of an inch. And most of the keys are about the same size
as on a regular keyboard. The only keys that are smaller are the
top row of numeric keys.

The iPad Pro: A bigger, more powerful iPad
Let's get some of the technical specifications over with before we
get into the meat of the iPad Pro. The 12.9-inch screen provides
around 75% more real estate than the iPad's 7.9-inch screen and
the 2732 x 2048 screen resolution packs in around the same
pixels-per-inch, which means you'll get the same screen clarity

Wait. Backup. Yes, I said the top row of numeric keys. The iPad
Pro's keyboard now lets you type in letters, numbers and symbols
all from the same keyboard without switching to a diﬀerent layout.
And this makes a huge diﬀerence in terms of productivity. Even
7
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without a physical keyboard, writing content becomes much more
easy on an iPad Pro. And when you add in the new virtual
touchpad introduced with iOS 9, manipulating text onscreen is a
breeze.
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The biggest detractor for the iPad Pro taking over as a work laptop
is the proliferation of proprietary Windows software in the
corporate environment. If your company built an elaborate back
oﬃce system that only runs on Windows, and you need access to
that system, it's going to be a lot harder to use the iPad Pro as
your only work computer. But as more companies jump on cloud
computing as a better solution, the iPad Pro becomes a more
viable solution.

But the biggest diﬀerence between the iPad Pro and the iPad Air 2
other than screen size and raw power is the sound.
This is where the iPad Pro becomes the ultimate family tablet.
The iPad Pro has four speakers, with one at each corner of the
tablet. It also has the ability to balance the speakers, so it can
change the way the sound outputs based on how you are holding
the iPad. This means it sounds great pretty much all the time.

How Siri Can Make You More Productive

Can it replace your home computer?
In terms of raw power, the iPad Pro will have no problem taking
over as your home computer. But similar to its ability to invade the
enterprise, part of the equation will be whether or not there is an
iPad equivalent to the software you need. The bigger screen and
ability for split-screen multitasking allow you to easily do work
between two diﬀerent apps, and when you add in the additional
memory and fast app-switching, you can juggle three, four or more
apps perfectly fine. But if it can't run the software, that additional
horsepower won't do you any good.

And I mean it sounds great. I've never been a fan of watching
movies or full-length television shows on my iPad. Why would I
want to watch on my tablet when I have a 50-inch television and a
soundbar? It's one thing if I'm on vacation and want to stream a
movie from Netflix or Amazon Prime, but at home? Not then. But
now. It doesn't take long for the iPad Pro to win you over in this
department. The larger screen combined with the much-improved
sound makes the iPad Pro perfect as both a portable television or
a great sound system for listening to Pandora or Apple Music.
(And do I even need to mention how great it is at playing games?)

But what software do you actually use on your PC?
There is an amazing amount of productivity software available for
the iPad. And even more software that now runs in the cloud.
The iPad Pro comes with the iWork suite of apps, which includes a
word processor and a spreadsheet. It also has Garage Band and
iMovie preinstalled.

Can it replace your work laptop?
Apple is pushing the iPad Pro as an enterprise device, and that
might need a lot of pushing. Sure, the iPad is already making
some inroads into the enterprise, and the iPad Pro will help. But
Apple's design philosophy of making things simple and thus easier
to use hurts it here. '

Compare: Microsoft Oﬃce to iWork.
For many people, the iPad already does everything they need from
a home computer. Add in the better on-screen keyboard, and you
won't miss a physical keyboard near as much as you might think.
And the bigger screen makes it perfect for work, play or even a
combination. How cool is that bigger screen? When using the
picture-in-a-picture feature, you can stream a movie to a window
that is less than a quarter of the iPad Pro's screen and is roughly

For example, where's the USB support? I'm not talking about a
USB port here. We can easily solve that one using the Lightning
connector to hook into a USB hub. But if you are going to operate
in a corporate environment, being able to hook in an external drive
or a Flash drive would be nice. As would better support for
network drives. And while a virtual touchpad is nice, how about
support for a mouse?
8
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the same size as an iPhone 6 Plus. Nothing makes typing up a
long email less onerous than watching the latest episode of The
Walking Dead while you do so.
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philosophy at Apple before they are capable of ushering in a postlaptop corporate world.
The iPad Pro starts at $799 for the 32 GB model. A 128 GB model
runs $949 and the 128 GB model with Cellular access will set you
back $1,079.

Let's talk about those accessories
Apple has a shipping date of about 3-4 weeks out for the Smart
Keyboard and the Pencil, so it isn't possible to give them a full
review at this time.
The Smart Keyboard utilizes the new
connector for the iPad Pro, which means you won't need to
connect it via Bluetooth to get it working.

A Buyer's Guide to the iPad

But the iPad has had support for wireless (and even wired)
keyboards since the beginning, so while the Smart Keyboard may
end up being the best keyboard for the iPad Pro, it's not quite as
revolutionary as Apple would have us think. Perhaps more
important for many will be iOS's new support for special key
functionality, so if you have dedicated copy and paste keys on
your keyboard, you can use those with the iPad.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2017 MEETINGS

The Apple Pencil may be the real revolutionary product here. The
ability to use both pressure and angle to aﬀect the stroke will make
creating beautiful drawings on the iPad much easier. This will
make the iPad Pro a perfect tablet for graphic artists.

January 14
February 11
March 11
April 8
May 14
June 11
July
August
September 9
October 14
November 11
December 10

Read a Review of the Apple Pencil

iPad Pro: The Verdict
As an iPad, the iPad Pro gets 6 stars out of 5. Yes, it's that good.
It's as fast as a MacBook, as pretty to look at as a MacBook,
sounds better than a MacBook and weighs around 1.6 pounds.
It's the first iPad since the original to produce that magical feeling
of carrying a screen around with you.
But as an enterprise tablet, it still comes up a little lacking. There
are still too many ways the iPad and the iOS platform need to
evolve before I see the iPad Pro really invading corporations
across America. It can be great at specific jobs, and it will certainly
find a niche in the enterprise, but it may take a change in design
9
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Jonny Evans posted the following article to computerworld.com on
October 4, 2016. tinyurl.com/h2ws6d5. © Computerworld Inc. He
is an independent journalist/blogger who first got online in 1993
and began writing about Apple in 1999. He also writes for others in
the US, UK and Europe.
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motion. Techtastic observes: “Apple can easily make the transition
to a diﬀerent instruction set, for example, switching from x86 to
ARM without all apps need to be resubmitted.”

The future of computing is developing before our eyes

This makes it possible for Apple to introduce an ARM-based Mac
capable of running existing Mac apps, or, indeed, launching an
ARM-based iPad capable of running Mac apps in some form.
Either way it eases any transition plans.

ByJonny-Evans

The eye of the storm

Will Next Year’s iPads Be Faster Than Macs?

The new A10 Fusion chip is remarkably fast. It has quad-cores,
two dedicated to high-performance tasks and two energy eﬃcient
cores to handle regular activity. Geekbench tests suggest iPhone 7
scores better on both single- and multi-core than most MacBook
Airs; almost as well as a 2013 MacBook Pro and even beats the
12-core Mac Pro in single thread performance. (Daring Fireball).
There has long been speculation the company may shift the Mac
range across to its own ARM-based chips.
Just four years ago, Bloomberg wrote:“Apple engineers have
grown confident that the chip designs used for its mobile devices
will one day be powerful enough to run its desktops and laptops,
said three people with knowledge of the work, who asked to
remain anonymous because the plans are confidential.”
More recently, Jean-Louis Gassée pointed out, “Apple’s drive to
own “all layers of the stack” continues unabated years after
Steve’s passing.”

Apple has added support for an ARM chip to macOS Sierra,
igniting another wave of speculation that it may ship ARMpowered Macs to complement its ARM-powered iOS devices.

Mac attack

Hurricane

The next MacBook Pro is expected to maintain an Intel processor
and to host an OLED touch bar with an integrated fingerprint
reader.

The kernel release notes for macOS 10.12 tells us that the OS now
supports a new ARM chip family, code-named ‘Hurricane’. This is
likely to be a new Apple-designed processor, given that the A7
was called Cyclone, the A8, Typhoon and the A9-series Apple chip
was called Twister.

Mac users have become anxious at the lack of new hardware in
recent years.
While some have questioned Apple’s commitment to the platform,
Gassee puts the blame on Intel, “the Mac line is suspended,

This support in conjunction with Apple’s decision to cleanse apps
running legacy code from the App Store is setting thoughts in
10
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literally, by the late delivery of Intel’s Broadwell x86 processors,”
he wrote.
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Right now all we have is questions and speculation, but as Apple’s
own mobile processors become capable of desktop class
performance, why would the company not want to run desktop
class apps on them?

Apple knows how much damage it suﬀered last time it lay in
processor limbo. Part of the reason the company migrated to Intel
was because PowerPC couldn’t keep up in terms of performance
etc.

However, one thing we can predict is that it will put a much faster
version of the current iPhone’s A10 chip inside next year’s iPad
Pros – and these processors will be faster than the ones presently
used in current Macs.

This may make it significant Intel has reached a deal to allow it to
manufacture ARM chips in its factories. The ARM/Softbank deal
may also have bearing on current speculation.

11
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Susie Ochs posted the following article to Macworld.com on
November 14, 2016. tinyurl.com/jopk5ka. © Mac Publishing.LLC.
She is Executive Editor, Macworld, a proud Mac geek and writer
who has been covering Apple since 2006.
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Meet the Touch Bar
The Touch Bar is an OLED strip that’s tempting to call a display,
but Apple wants developers and users to think of it as an input
device, not a display. You can’t adjust its brightness yourself, for
example, because if it was too bright it would start looking more
like a display than a set of keys. It’s also optimized for viewing at a
45-degree angle, looking down from above, which is odd for any
screen. Nonetheless, the Touch Bar stays visible and legible even if
you are sitting at an oﬀ-angle to your Mac.

MacBook Pro With Touch Bar Review: The Best Bits
Of iOS In A Really Great Mac

The 13-inch and 15-inch MacBook Pros are naturally thin, fast, and
expensive. But the innovative new Touch Bar makes them
surprisingly delightful to use.

By Susie Ochs
At a Glance
13-inch MacBook Pro, 2.9GHz Core i5, 256GB storage (late
2016)
$1,799 4 of 5 Apples
15-inch MacBook Pro, 2.6GHz Core i7, 256GB storage (late
2016)
$2,399 4 of 5 Apples
Apple gave its new MacBook Pro a thinner, sleeker case, which
demanded a new, lower-travel keyboard, a new venting system,
and even a smaller battery. But while I appreciate a Mac that’s
smaller and lighter, I’d rather have a Mac that’s easier or just more
fun to use. These 13-inch and 15-inch MacBook Pros with Apple’s
new Touch Bar are both.

The Touch Bar is designed to blend in and look like keys, not a bright,
glowing display.

The Touch Bar is incredibly handy not only because its controls
change to match the app you’re using, but also because it’s so
customizable. Visit System Preferences > Keyboard, and you can
choose what happens when you press the Fn key. The default
shows the function keys: F1, F2, and so on. But if you never use
those keys, you could also have the Fn key expand the Control
Strip to full size.

The Touch Bar brings my favorite things about the iPad Pro’s
software keyboard to the Mac. The amount of useful shortcuts it
adds is ridiculous, and this is before most third-party developers
have even had a chance to add Touch Bar support. Even for a
premium price—and these Macs aren’t cheap—I think the Touch
Bar makes this a much more compelling buy than the MacBook
Pro with function keys.

The Control Strip is a set of four of your favorite keys, and it stays
on the right side of the Touch Bar all the time. You can choose
which four buttons you want in System Preferences > Keyboard by
12
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clicking Control Strip. That will display a grid of buttons on your
screen, and then you use the MacBook Pro’s giant trackpad to
drag them from the screen directly onto the Touch Bar. The default
set of Control Strip keys is brightness, volume, mute, and Siri, but
you can select from tons of useful shortcuts, like buttons to take a
screenshot, start dictation, open Notification Center, or put your
Mac to sleep.

DECEMBER 2016

reveal the Escape key. Keyboard shortcuts that use Escape still
work (like Command-Option-Escape, to force-quit an app), but if
you’re concerned that the Touch Bar itself could freeze up and
prevent that, you could always remap Escape to a diﬀerent
physical key. I’m not going to bother, because in my time with the
Touch Bar, it’s worked perfectly.

Using the Touch Bar in apps
Along with the Escape key and the Control Strip, the Touch Bar
presents app-specific controls in the center, and that’s where the
real magic happens. This is just a short list of the ways the Touch
Bar delighted me in each app.
•

In Mail, the Touch Bar makes sorting the inbox fast and
easy, with buttons for flag, archive, and delete, as well as a
button that guesses where you might want to file each
message.

•

In Safari, when a video starts playing, a pause button and
scrub bar appear on the Touch Bar. Tapping that pause
button is a much quicker way to shut the video up than
having to find the cursor onscreen, then find the video and
hover over it to get the player’s pause button to appear.

I customized my Control Strip to include volume, brightness, a
screenshot button, and Siri.
Sure, you could use keyboard shortcuts and hot corners to do
these things instead, but having them on the Touch Bar is better.
The Control Strip has room for four buttons, and you can tap an
arrow to expand it to the full set of controls that once lived on the
row of function keys (screen brightness, Mission Control,
Launchpad, keyboard backlighting, iTunes controls, volume
controls).
The Escape key, which is no longer a real physical key, hangs out
on the left side of the Touch Bar almost all the time. The only time
it goes way is when you expand the Control Strip to its full length,
but when that happens, an X button shows up where you’d expect
Escape to be, and tapping X shrinks the Control Strip again to

Favicon of your favorite sites: How cool is that?!
13
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•

Also in Safari, when you select the Location bar to type in a
new URL or search, the Touch Bar fills with favicons for your
favorite sites. The first time I saw the Macworld logo on the
Touch Bar, I giggled out loud.

•

When filling out forms in Safari, QuickType suggestions on
the Touch Bar will pop up with your name, address, phone,
and email when you tab to those fields.

•

In Messages and Mail, the emoji picker gets a button on the
Touch Bar. Tap it and you can scroll through all the emoji or
jump to a certain category. It’s faster than pressing
Command-Control-Space and then using the Character
picker to find and click emoji with the trackpad.

•
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I also love how the Control Strip’s volume and brightness
controls are a single button, and not two buttons (one to
increase, one to decrease) like on a function key Mac. You
just tap the button to see a slider, and you can even tap and
keep your finger down to slide up or down, even if your
finger isn’t directly on top of the slider. A smooth slider
makes more sense than having to tap-tap-tap a single key
to crank the music or brighten your screen.

Mostly, the Touch Bar just adds a new level of surprise and dare I
say delight to using a Mac. It’s a bigger deal to me than Sierra’s
addition of Siri, because while talking to my computer in the
middle of my oﬃce isn’t something I’m comfortable doing, using
the Touch Bar isn’t a stretch at all. My hands are already on the
keyboard, and my eyes are already on the screen, so the Touch
Bar is in a great spot for my eyes to flick down while my fingers
reach up. Tapping a button on the Touch Bar takes less movement
than reaching down to the trackpad to click that same button
onscreen. Sure, keyboard shortcuts are even faster, but I don’t
remember keyboard shortcuts for even a fraction of the buttons I
see on the Touch Bar.

The new MacBook Pros will speed up your emoji workflow considerably.

•

In Calendar, if you select an appointment that someone else
invited you to, there’s a button on the Touch Bar to send
that person a message.

•

If I’m trying to navigate with mostly the keyboard, dialog
boxes can sometimes pull me out. Now, the options in a
dialog box also show up on the Touch Bar.

The Touch Bar can speed up surfing in Safari.

14
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Third-party developers are adding Touch Bar support too. Apple
says that Microsoft Oﬃce, Photoshop, Pixelmator, the Omni
Group’s apps, djay, and many more apps will be updated to
support the Touch Bar. Some apps have limited support without an
update—I’m typing this in Byword 2.7, which doesn’t have oﬃcial
support as of this writing, but the Touch Bar is showing me the
same QuickType options and emoji picker that I enjoy in apps like
Messages and TextEdit. If I select some text, I get the same
formatting controls in the Touch Bar as I would in Mail or Pages. I’ll
take it.
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I love being able to customize the Touch Bar. Check the View
menu of the Finder and all your Apple apps (except, frustratingly,
iTunes) for an option to Customize Touch Bar, and then you can
rearrange the buttons on the Touch Bar itself, or use the trackpad
to drag new buttons from an onscreen menu right oﬀ the bottom of
your display, where they drop down onto the Touch Bar. It’s a cool
eﬀect, and fairly intuitive even the first time.
The Touch Bar also has Touch ID, which lets you log into your
Mac, authenticate Apple Pay transactions in Safari, and authorize
purchases in the iTunes and App Stores without having to type
your password. I also love being able to use Touch ID in System
Preferences, instead of typing my Mac’s password. Developers
can use Touch ID too—1Password already added support, letting
you unlock your password vault with Touch ID, just like you can on
iPhones and iPads with Touch ID.

Speaking of QuickType suggestions, this is one area where the
Touch Bar falls flat. I type about 80 words a minute, and
suggestions just can’t keep up with that, lagging as far as two
words behind my fingers. While I’m in the midst of typing a
sentence, the words tend to freeze up and only change when I
stop typing. But the suggestions can be useful if you’re a huntand-peck typer, or you’re, say, holding a sandwich in one hand
while one-finger typing with the other. (Hey, a lot of us eat lunch at
our desks.)

You have to click a Touch ID button in 1Password’s login screen to
be able to unlock your vault with Touch ID, but it’s much faster than
typing in a complex password.
Overall, it’s just really cool to have contextual controls on top of
the keyboard—I praised the 12.9-inch iPad Pro’s software
keyboard on the first day I got it because it had enough real estate
to include extra buttons and controls. Ditching the function keys
on the MacBook Pro gave Apple that extra real estate to bring the
best parts of iOS—the freedom to put buttons where they’re most
useful, when they’re most useful—to the Mac.

The Touch Bar makes choosing colors so easy, I might start colorcoding my note-taking just for fun.
15
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2.5GHz quad-core Core i7 with 16GB of RAM and a discrete AMD
Radeon R9 M370X.

Performance
Let’s not forget that there are computers attached to these Touch
Bars. In my earlier review of the 13-inch MacBook Pro with
function keys, benchmarks showed only a slight improvement in
CPU speed over the previous generation, but much better
graphics performance. These MacBook Pros did a little better.

Geekbench 4.0.1, single-core CPU test. Longer bars are better.
The top three are this year’s Macs, and the bottom three are last
year’s. Click to enlarge.
In the multicore CPU test, the 13-inch MacBook Pro with Touch
Bar bested last year’s 13-inch Pro by 7.9 percent, and this year’s
function key model by 3.8 percent. The 15-inch MacBook Pro with
Touch Bar was was actually edged out by last year’s version in this
test.

Apple supplied us with stock, entry-level models of the 13-inch
and 15-inch MacBook Pro with Touch Bar. The 13-inch has a
2.9GHz dual-core Intel Core i5, 8GB of 2133MHz RAM, Intel Iris
Graphics 550, and 256GB of storage. The 15-inch model has a
2.6GHz quad-core Intel Core i7, 16GB of 2133MHz RAM, Radeon
Pro 450 graphics with 2GB of memory, and 256GB of storage. We
also had a stock model of the 13-incher with function keys, which
makes comparing them across the line pretty easy.

Geekbench 4.0.1, multicore CPU test. Longer bars are better. The
top three are this year’s Macs, and the bottom three are last year’s.
Click to enlarge.

In Geekbench 4.0.1, the 13-inch MacBook Pro with Touch Bar
scored 3927 in the single-core 64-bit CPU test, which is 5.3
percent faster than the previous generation’s score, and 4.2
percent faster than the just-released 13-inch 2GHz MacBook Pro
with function keys. The 15-inch MacBook Pro scored 4216, which
is just 1.5 percent better than 2015’s 15-inch MacBook Pro with

In Geekbench’s OpenCL test, the 13-inch MacBook Pro with
Touch Bar scored 30826, using the Intel Iris Graphics 550—that’s
59 percent better than the last generation. The 13-inch MacBook
16
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Pro with function keys has Intel Graphics 540, and so this Touch
Bar model scored 8.6 percent better.
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inch MacBook Pro, and 9.4 percent faster than this year’s 13-inch
MacBook Pro with function keys. The 15-inch MacBook Pro
scored a whopping 70.4 frames per second, which is 13.7 percent
faster than the last generation.

The 15-inch MacBook Pro with Touch Bar scored 42827 in
Geekbench’s OpenCL test when using the AMD Radeon Pro 450
graphics, which is 38.7 percent better than the last gen. This
model has 2GB of dedicated graphics memory, but you can
upgrade to a Radeon Pro 460 with 4GB of memory for $200. The
15-inch MacBook Pro also contains an Intel HD Graphics 530 chip
that can be used to extend battery life during less-intensive tasks.

Cinebench R15, OpenGL test. Longer bars are better. The top
three are this year’s Macs, and the bottom three are last year’s.
Click to enlarge.
So does this mean the 15-inch Mac is powerful enough for pro
video editors, even with a maximum of 16GB of RAM? Probably.
There’s a chance Apple will increase the RAM to 32GB next year if
it updates the MacBook Pro line to Intel’s next-gen Kaby Lake
processors, but even now, one professional video editor who uses
Final Cut Pro finds the MacBook Pro “buttery smooth.” It’s worth
noting that the 15-inch MacBook Pro can drive two 5K external
displays, plus the 2880x1800 built-in display, and still have ports
for two external Thunderbolt RAID arrays.

Geekbench 4.0.1, OpenCL benchmark. Longer bars are better. The
top three are this year’s Macs, and the bottom three are last year’s.
Click to enlarge.
Using Cinebench’s OpenGL benchmark to further test the
graphics, the 13-inch MacBook Pro achieved 36.8 frames per
second, which is 27.5 percent faster than 2015’s entry-level 13-
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For a new laptop, the MacBook Pro has been divisive. That may
partly be because the model, which has long been used by
creative professionals and coders, has stayed largely the same
since 2012. So this time, when Apple introduced some fairly
radical changes, emotions among some longtime Mac customers
ran high.

Brian X. Chen posted the following article to nytimes.com on
November 14, 2016. tinyurl.com/gmhed7e. © The New York Times
Company. He is a technology reporter at The New York Times,
author of Always On, and has been a technology commentator on a
number of radio and television programs.

Apple’s New MacBook Pro: Fast and Light, but Not
for Everyone

In their latest incarnation, MacBook Pros have only one type of
connection port, as opposed to the several types they had before.
That will require people to buy adapters to plug in devices that use
diﬀerent types of connectors. On the keyboard, Apple also
replaced the top row of physical keys, including the Escape key,
with a virtual touch strip called the Touch Bar.

By BRIAN X. CHEN

The benefits? The new laptops are faster, much thinner and lighter
than the previous generation, and they have about 10 hours of
battery life. The Touch Bar’s virtual buttons transform depending
on the app you are using, unlocking the potential for software
makers to create custom shortcuts.
I tested the new MacBook Pros — which cost $1,500 to $2,800,
depending on the model — while gathering reactions to the new
computers from engineers and information technology
professionals over two weeks. I concluded that while the new
laptops are capable enough for many professionals, there is no
need to rush to buy one.
Here are the highlights and lowlights of the new MacBook Pros:
When Apple unveiled its new MacBook Pro laptops at a media
event last month, Adam Leventhal, a software engineer, was eager
to learn about them.

USB-C: Stock Up on Adapters
With the new laptops, Apple has gone all in on USB-C, the nextgeneration USB port. This small, oval-shaped connection is
expected to replace the bulkier, rectangular port known as USB-A
on many computing devices and accessories in the next few
years.

Yet by the time he finished watching a live stream of the event, Mr.
Leventhal, who has owned only Mac computers for the last 30
years, was turned oﬀ. “With this one I was really disappointed,” he
said.
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In my tests, having only USB-C on the MacBook Pros was the
biggest change. The previous MacBook Pros included USB-A and
some other types of ports, including HDMI, for connecting devices
like printers and monitors. Now the USB-C ports will be the only
way to hook up just about everything, including power chargers,
external screens and photo-card readers, to the laptop. The entrylevel MacBook Pro has two USB-C ports, and the higher-end
models include four.

The Touch Bar is a breeze to get the hang of, but I didn’t find it
helpful in streamlining tasks. If you open the Photos app, for
example, the Touch Bar displays thumbnails of photos in your
library, and you can tap one to select a photo to edit. That’s neat,
but why not just select the photo on your laptop screen? When
using the Safari browser, you can use the Touch Bar to select a
diﬀerent browser tab — but using keyboard shortcuts
(Command+1 to choose the first tab, for instance) is quicker.

What this means in the near term is that you may have to buy
adapters to plug in devices with diﬀerent connectors. Annoyingly,
that includes the iPhone power cable, which has a USB-A
connector. So to charge an iPhone on a new MacBook Pro, for
example, you have to hook up the cable to a dongle that connects
USB-A and USB-C devices.

The Escape key also exists as a virtual button on the Touch Bar. I
didn’t mind that because I rarely use this key, but the design
decision made Mr. Leventhal, the software engineer, wince. He
said the physical Escape key was crucial for coders, and not being
able to press it seemed crippling.
The jury is still out on whether the Touch Bar will be a must-have.
When switching back to a laptop with a normal keyboard, I didn’t
feel as if I was missing anything. But much like the iPhone on Day
1, the Touch Bar is essentially a blank slate, and the onus is on
app developers to make it more compelling.

The transition to USB-C might be a headache, but it is easily
resolved by picking up some inexpensive adapters. I bought mine
from Monoprice.
In the long run, Apple’s shift to USB-C will help set an industry
standard, said Brian Denslow, a technician for TechCollective, an
information technology consulting company in San Francisco. The
goal is to reach a point where all peripheral devices are made with
a USB-C connector. So eventually you won’t need adapters.

Speed and Memory Limits
Many Apple loyalists have fixated on the memory constraints and
underwhelming performance of the new MacBook Pros. The new
models have a maximum of 16 gigabytes of RAM — the same limit
as the previous MacBook Pro — and roughly the same processor
speed as the last professional notebooks. But that’s not the full
story.

“We’re going to cut ties with the past and go with the new
standard, finally,” Mr. Denslow said.

Touch Bar: A Blank Slate

The new notebooks are much faster in some ways than older
models, while other parts are only slightly faster. In speed tests run
with the app Geekbench 4, the 15-inch MacBook Pro’s computer
processor was only 10 percent to 17 percent faster than the 15inch model released in 2012. Yet the graphics processor, which is
crucial for heavy computing tasks, in the new MacBook Pro is
about twice as fast as the one in the older model, and the storage
drives are much faster, too.

With the Touch Bar, Apple intended to replace some outdated keys
with a versatile strip that adapts to the apps you are using. Apple
also built a fingerprint sensor into the Touch Bar.
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The RAM limit might irk users who need power. The more RAM
you have, the more applications you can open and the more
quickly your computer can juggle them. The problem, in theory, is
that in a few years if your future apps hog more memory, you won’t
be able to add more memory to MacBook Pros because the most
they can hold is 16 gigabytes.
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So if you aren’t ready to make the jump to USB-C and you don’t
want to spend a big chunk of your savings, it’s reasonable to wait
for the new Apple notebooks to realize their potential or drop in
price.
Mr. Leventhal says he is exploring other options such as a
Hackintosh — a generic PC that is modified to run the Mac
operating system.

Wait for the Early Adopters

“It’s a dark place where you’re doing something that is basically
illegal and spending a ton of time to even make it feasible, but I
have no good options,” he said.

Professional Mac users are too divided on the MacBook Pro for
me to make a blanket recommendation.
One thing is sure: For casual users or anyone buying their first
laptop, who may just want a computer for web browsing and
lightweight apps, the MacBook Pro is overkill. A Chromebook, like
the $430 Chromebook 13 from Dell, or the $1,000 MacBook Air,
Apple’s least expensive notebook computer, are slower and have
lower-resolution screens, but they are powerful enough for your
needs.

Marco Arment posted the following article to his web site,
marco.org, on November 5, 2016. tinyurl.com/hhe3jwl. Licensed
under the Creative Commons license. A software developer, writer,
podcaster, and geek, he is the creator of Instapaper and was the
lead developer of Tumblr.

The new MacBook Pros are probably powerful enough for most
professionals. But if you consider yourself a power user and are
skeptical about the MacBook Pro, you might wait to see whether
the initial concerns are borne out after early adopters start using
their machines. Plenty have already bought them: Apple said early
orders for the new MacBook Pro have been stronger than for past
professional notebooks.

A World Without The Mac Pro
By Marco Arment
It’s looking increasingly likely that there will never be another Mac
Pro. Here’s why that would be a shame.
Pro buyers depend on Apple to make the hardware that satisfies
our needs. And we’re flexible. We’ve adapted over the years to
new CPU architectures, port changes, capability changes, price
increases, and a slower update pace.

On the plus side, these notebooks are fast, with high-resolution
screens and responsive keyboards. But the Touch Bar so far feels
gimmicky, and not many devices or accessories come with USB-C
connectors yet.

The 5K iMac is a truly great computer. It’s the best generalpurpose desktop Apple has ever made. It almost replaces the
need for the Mac Pro. Many of us can get by with the 5K iMac.

The MacBook Pros are also expensive, and some users may end
up spending thousands of dollars above the retail price for addons like extra storage.

But there are some things that only a Mac Pro can deliver.
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under sustained heavy workloads — you don’t hear the fan spin up
— because its size and clever thermal design allows for a massive
heatsink, cooled by a huge, slow fan.

More than 4 cores. Per-core performance has been eking out
diminishing returns for years, so today’s newest processors aren’t
much faster than those from a few years ago. If you need more
performance for parallel workloads — very common for video,
photography, 3D, science, medicine, and software development —
the only way to jump meaningfully ahead of mainstream CPUs is to
add more cores.

This isn’t only important for pro environments such as recording
studios and video sets, but it’s nice for all of its users (and their
oﬃcemates). The Mac Pro is the only Mac that handles heavy
workloads gracefully.

Today’s Mac Pro-class Xeon CPUs easily pack 8 cores at proaccessible prices, 10 or 16 for a bit more, and scale all the way up
to 22 cores.1 It may take a decade for an iMac to match the speed
of today’s 16-core Xeons.2

Reliability and longevity. The Mac Pro’s workstation chipsets,
Xeon CPUs, and ECC RAM are all designed with more strict
tolerances, resilience, and error correction than the mainstream
components in every other Mac. And the heavy-duty thermal
design keeps components cooler, which prolongs their life and
improves stability. Most Macs have long lives before they break or
become outdated, but Mac Pros outclass every other model by
starting with a huge performance lead, then working hard for years
without breaking a sweat.

High-end GPU power. Only the Mac Pro has the space, budget,
heat capacity, and PCIe bandwidth to oﬀer high-performance
desktop- and professional-grade GPUs. If gamers, game makers,
visual eﬀects workers, and OpenCL aren’t enough, the rapidlyemerging VR and AR markets should be — they’re the next wave
of high-end pro buyers who need the fastest hardware money can
buy, and Apple has nothing to oﬀer them.

And by separating the computer from the display, either can be
upgraded more freely, promoting customer investment in high-end
displays and high-end computers as needs and technologies
change.

The most RAM. The brand-new MacBook Pro maxes out at 16
GB and the iMac maxes out at 32 GB from Apple or 64 GB with
aftermarket RAM. The three-year-old Mac Pro can go to 64 GB
from Apple, 128 GB aftermarket. Some pro workloads simply need
more RAM than the consumer and mobile chips support.

Taking the burden oﬀ of the other Macs. Pros wouldn’t be as
angry about the limitations of the new MacBook Pro line if there
was an alternative that solved their needs. The Mac Pro sweeps up
countless edge cases with one product at the top of the line — the
only downside is cost, but many pros would rather spend money
than compromise on their needs.

The freedom of thickness and AC power. High-core-count CPUs
and powerful GPUs need far more wattage and thermal
management than the other Macs will ever have the thickness or
battery capacity to accommodate. The Mac Pro doesn’t need to
be small, thin, lightweight, or power-constrained — the rest of the
lineup fills those roles well, freeing the Mac Pro to be as big as it
needs to be.

Just as the Mac’s power lets iOS be simpler, a healthy Mac Pro
frees up the rest of the Mac lineup to make more aggressive
progress.
Current sales aren’t an indicator of future sales. Apple
shouldn’t use the (presumably) low sales of the current Mac Pro to

Silence. Unlike every other Mac except the low-performance 12inch MacBook, the Mac Pro remains inaudible in most rooms even
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justify discontinuing the line entirely. The 2013 Mac Pro was
introduced with a substantial price increase, far less internal
expansion, fewer and more expensive processor options, and a
forced dual-workstation-GPU configuration even for buyers who
would’ve been fine with a single GPU. Then it was abandoned for
three years, during which 5K displays finally came to market, but
without a good option for Mac Pro buyers.
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Microsoft is boldly experimenting with PC hardware, but Windows
and everything around Windows is woefully inferior to macOS and
the Mac software ecosystem. Even if Microsoft did everything
right, it would take Windows at least a decade to catch up — and
they won’t do everything right.
Google’s trying something, I’m sure, but Google is both terrible at
consumer software and deeply, profoundly creepy. Generalpurpose computing must not require us to compromise our privacy
and data for advertising.

The 2013 Mac Pro was a victim of limited configuration options in
a market that values versatility and edge-case handling, poor
timing behind the 5K transition, and years-long neglect. A 2017
Mac Pro need not suﬀer from the same issues, and could sell far
better.

And just as nobody’s starting new general web search engines or
mass-market online auction sites today, nobody else is going to
make a viable general-purpose PC OS anymore. The minimum bar
is too high. We’re stuck with the few we have for the long haul.

Any Mac Pro is better than no Mac Pro. The 2013 Mac Pro is a
great design, but its size and power constraints are self-imposed.
Mac Pro buyers care little about form. If future Mac Xeon
workstations must change their form to be practical or palatable to
Apple — for instance, by becoming more of an “iMac Pro” with a
built-in 5K screen but a large, thick thermal enclosure on the back
— that would be less ideal, but we’d take that over the lack of any
high-end workstation Macs. (The existing iMac is great, but it isn’t
enough.)

But if the one you’re stuck with is macOS, that’s a great thing.
We don’t want to leave the Mac. We came here, built here, and
stayed here all of this time because Macs are truly awesome
computers, and macOS is the best operating system in the world.
It’s the only pro-grade, workstation-class operating system that
has ever been easy to use and nice enough that we wanted to
spend more time at our workstations.

Nobody else can make macOS hardware. If Apple doesn’t
address someone’s hardware needs, there’s no alternative.3 We
can’t just buy hideous Xeon workstations from Dell and install
macOS on them. If we can’t do what we need on Mac hardware,
our only choice is to leave the entire Mac platform.

And hidden behind our pro apps and terminal windows are the
shared photo streams we made last night, showing pictures of our
children to their grandparents, who are running the exact same
operating system.

But the competition isn’t even close.

Technology changes, markets change, and people change, but
some moments in history are uniquely high points that are never
quite matched.

Linux can solve some pro needs, but not most. It’s a fantastic
server OS but a miserable desktop one, and that will probably
never change.
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The world has never seen anything like macOS, and nothing will
truly replace it. If we’re forced to move to something else, it’ll be
painfully, inescapably, perpetually worse.
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issue, every so often an otherwise trouble-free Mac will become
wonky for no apparent reason.
What do I mean by, “wonky?” Glad you asked. Anytime your Mac
doesn’t perform as expected I consider it “wonky.” If starting it up
takes longer than it used to, that’s wonky. If an app worked
yesterday but refuses to launch today, that’s wonky. If you see the
spinning pinwheel of death for more than a few moments, that’s
wonky. If you receive cryptic error messages about permissions,
that’s wonky. When it gets halfway through booting and then
stops, that’s wonky. And so on.

Keep the Mac Pro alive, Apple, so none of us have to make that
choice.
The rest of the lineup is great for almost everyone. Almost. But
please don’t abandon those of us who truly want or need the best
computers in the world, because if they’re not Macs, they’re not
good enough.

So, the next time your Mac misbehaves in any of the
aforementioned ways or any way at all, really, here are a pair of
painless, safe, and relatively quick procedures that often fix what’s
ailing your Mac and avoid a trip to the Genius Bar. My experience
has been that one or the other fixes many types of wonkiness in
less than ten minutes.

1. That’s just with a single socket. If the Mac Pro oﬀered dualsocket options like it did before the 2013 redesign, even higherperformance options open up, limited only by power consumption,
heat, and money.
2. And this is today, before Skylake’s improvements have come
to the Xeon line. Next year’s Skylake-E Xeons and Purley platform
are a major upgrade that will put them even further ahead of the
consumer line.

Procedure #1: Reboot
If your Mac does anything out of the ordinary or misbehaves in any
way, the first thing to try is rebooting. And, in fact, rebooting is the
first thing you try with any electronic device that becomes
recalcitrant. iPhone or iPad acting up? Reboot it! Printer not
printing properly? Reboot it! Wireless network not working
properly? Restart the router!

3. “Hackintoshes” aren’t good enough.

Bob LeVitus posted the following article to macobserver.com on
November 21, 2016. tinyurl.com/zqjw9l8. © The Mac Observer.
Bob is the author of more than 75 books, a computer columnist,
and Mac expert. He writes a weekly column for The Mac Observer
and is one of my favorite authors and speakers.

Note that some devices (including many routers), don’t have an
on/oﬀ switch. If that’s the case, you’ll have to disconnect the
device from its power source for a minute or two to force it to
reboot.

When Your Mac Acts Up, Try This First

Rebooting is the first thing I recommend for almost any issue on
almost any device; be sure to try it before you waste any time
trying to diagnose or troubleshoot a problem.

By Bob LeVitus
Today’s Macs are generally trouble-free, except when they are not.
Wile some users go for months or years without experiencing an
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Yes, it is just that simple. And yes, a safe boot fixes wonkiness as
often as not. So, the next time your Mac acts up in any way, try
these two quick and painless fixes before you do anything else.
You’ll be surprised at how often they cure the ailment, so there’s
nothing else to do.

Procedure #2: Safe boot (aka Safe mode)
If rebooting doesn’t fix it, try a safe boot (aka safe mode) next by
starting or restarting your Mac and immediately pressing and
holding the Shift key until the login window appears. If you see
“Safe Boot” in the upper-right corner of the login screen, it worked;
if not, try again.

And that’s all he wrote…

If you see Safe Boot in the upper right corner of your screen, it
worked; if not, try again.
A safe boot does several things, any of which could cure whatever
is ailing your Mac, including (but not limited to):
• Verifying your startup disk and repairing directory issues, if
needed
• Loading only required kernel extensions
• Preventing Startup Items and Login Items from opening
automatically
• Disabling user-installed fonts
• Deleting font caches, kernel caches, and other system cache
files
When the Finder appears after your safe boot, restart your Mac
without pressing any keys during startup to exit safe mode and,
with any luck, fix your problem as well.
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Tom Nelson posted the following article to lifewire.com on August
29, 2016. tinyurl.com/jlj7qcv. .© About.com. He is a consultant and
writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and support. He has
written hundreds of articles, tutorials, and product reviews.

The Mac's PRAM or NVRAM (depending on the age of your Mac)
holds some of the basic settings necessary for it to boot
successfully, including which startup device to use, how much
memory is installed, and how the graphics card is configured.

Top 10 Troubleshooting Tips for Mac Startup
Problems

You can solve some startup issues by giving the PRAM/NVRAM a
kick in the pants. This guide will show you how. More »

By Tom Nelson

3 Resetting the SMC (System Management
Controller) on Your Mac

Tips for Getting Your Mac Running When Disaster Strikes
Your Mac is probably generally trouble-free, working day after day
without complaint. Many of us are lucky enough to go for years
without running into any problems that keep our Macs from
starting up. But when and if your Mac refuses to finish booting, it
can be a disaster, especially if it happens when you're working
against a deadline.

The SMC controls many of the Mac's basic hardware functions,
including managing sleep mode, thermal management, and how
the power button is used.

We've gathered 10 of the best tips for getting your Mac working
again. Some of the tips address specific types of problems; some
are more general in nature. And some tips, such as creating a
spare user account, are designed to help you prepare for problems
in advance, rather than actually diagnose them.

4 My Mac displays a question mark when it boots.
What is it trying to tell me?

In some cases, a Mac that won't finish starting up, or starts up and
then freezes, may just needs its SMC reset. More »

If your Mac displays a question mark when you power it on it's
having a problem figuring out which of the available devices is the
startup device. Even if your Mac eventually finishes booting, it's a
waste of your time to let the Mac try to solve the problem on its
own. This guide will show you how to set your Mac's startup
device. More »

Speaking of being prepared, you should always have a current
backup of all of your data. If you don't have a current backup,
head over to Mac Backup Software, Hardware, and Guides for
Your Mac, select a backup method, and then put it into action.

5 Mac Stalls on Gray Screen at Startup

1 How to Use Your Mac's Safe Boot Option

The Mac's startup process is normally predictable. After you push
the power button, you see a gray screen while your Mac searches
for the startup drive, and then a blue screen as your Mac loads the
files it needs from the startup drive. If all goes well, you'll end up at
the desktop.

The Safe Boot option is one of the most often used methods for
diagnosing problems. It essentially forces the Mac to start up
using the fewest possible system extensions, fonts, and other
startup items. It also checks your startup drive to ensure that it's in
good shape, or at least bootable. More »

If your Mac gets stuck at the gray screen, you have a bit of
detective work ahead of you. Unlike the blue screen problem
mentioned below, which is pretty straightforward, there are a
number of culprits that can cause your Mac to get stuck at the
gray screen.

2 How to Reset Your Mac's PRAM or NVRAM
(Parameter RAM)
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Luckily, it may be easier than you think to get your Mac running
again, although it may also take a bit of time. More »

Once your Mac is up and running, you can use a variety of
methods to diagnose and repair the problem.

6 Troubleshooting Mac Startup Problems - Stuck at
the Blue Screen

You must create the account before trouble strikes, though, so be
sure to put this task at the top of your to-do list. More »

You can reset drive permissions using the single user start up
mode on your Mac.

9 Mac OS X Startup Keyboard Shortcuts
When your Mac won’t cooperate during startup, you may need to
force it to use an alternate method, such as booting in Safe Mode
or starting from a diﬀerent device. You can even have your Mac tell
you each step it's taking during startup, so you can see where the
startup process is failing.

If you turn on your Mac, make it past the gray screen, but then get
stuck at the blue screen, it means your Mac is having trouble
loading all the files it needs from the startup drive.
This guide will take you through the process of diagnosing the
cause of the problem. It may also help you perform the repairs
needed to get your Mac up and running again. More »

This guide lists all of the Mac's startup-related keyboard shortcuts.
More »

10 Use OS X Combo Updates to Correct Installation
Problems

7 How Can I Repair My Hard Drive If My Mac Won't
Start?

Some Mac startup problems are caused by an OS X update that
went bad. Something happened during the installation process,
such as a power hiccup or power outage. The end result can be a
corrupt system that won't boot, or a system that boots but is
unstable and crashes.

Many startup problems are caused by a drive that just needs some
minor repairs. But you can't perform any repairs if you can't get
your Mac to finish booting.
This guide shows you tricks to get your Mac up and running, so
you can try to repair the drive with Apple or third-party software.
We don't limit the solutions to just one method of getting your Mac
to boot but cover any methods that could help and let you get your
Mac running to the point where you could repair the startup drive
or further diagnosis the problem. More »

Trying again with the same upgrade install is unlikely to work,
because upgrade versions of the OS don't include all necessary
system files, just the ones that are diﬀerent from the previous
version of the OS. Because there's no way of knowing which
system files may have been aﬀected by a corrupt install, the best
thing to do is use an update that contains all necessary system
files.

8 Create a Spare User Account to Assist in
Troubleshooting

Apple provides this in the form of a combo update. This guide will
show you how to obtain and install combo updates. More »

A spare user account with administrative capabilities can help you
troubleshoot problems with your Mac.
The purpose of a spare account is to have a pristine set of user
files, extensions, and preferences that can be loaded at startup.
This can often get your Mac running if your normal user account is
having problems, either at startup or while you're using your Mac.
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Jeﬀ Gamet posted the following article to macobserver.com on
October 1, 2016. tinyurl.com/h6nqk74. © The Mac Observer Inc.
He is the Mac Observer’s Managing Editor, and co-host of the
Apple Context Machine podcast.

• Understanding ‘Press Home to Open’ and ‘Press Home to
Unlock’ in iOS 10

The Mac Observer’s iOS 10 Tip Roundup

• iOS 10: Apps are Gaining 3D Touch Widgets and They’re Freakin
Sweet

• How-to Change Haptic Feedback on iPhone 7 Home Button

By Jeﬀ Gamet

• iOS 10: How to Disable (Some) Haptic Feedback on iPhone 7

iOS 10 is chock full of cool new features, and The Mac Observer
has been digging through Apple’s newest mobile operating system
to find the stuﬀ that’s going to make using your iPhone and iPad
easier. Check out our iOS 10 tips and tricks for Messages, Music,
3D Touch, and more.

• Use 3D Touch in LINE to Read Messages without a Read Receipt
Stop the Presses: PDF Printing in iOS 10
• iOS 10: Print to PDF With and Without 3D Touch

Message for You: Getting the Most out of iMessage

• iOS 10: Save a File as PDF to iBooks

• iOS Messages: Leaving Group Conversations

Tune In: Playing Music on Your iPhone and iPad

• How I Turned a Bunch of Drawings into iOS 10 Sticker Packs

• iOS: Downloading Apple Music Items to Your Device

• Disable ‘Reduce Motion’ to See New iOS 10 Message Eﬀects

• Music for iOS 10: A Tour of the Big Changes

• iOS 10: Replying to Messages from the Lock Screen

• iOS 10 Music Player: Where Are the Shuﬄe and Repeat
Buttons?

• Save Bandwidth with iMessage Images Using Low Quality Mode
• How to use iOS 10 Messages Screen Eﬀects

• Where Did Music Controls in iOS 10 Control Center Go? – Swipe
Left, Dude

• How to send drawings in iOS 10 Messages

Digital Paper Shuﬄe: Managing Files and Folders in
iOS

• Installing and using Stickers in iOS 10’s Messages app
• Managing Read Receipts in iOS 10 Messages

• iOS Mail Power Searches

Come Find Me: Going Farther with Maps

• Photos: Downloading iCloud Photo Library Pictures

• iOS 10 Maps ‘Overview’ Buttons Moved to the Swipe-Up Drawer
• How to use Maps extensions in iOS 10

• Avoid Endless Scrolling: How to Quickly Return to the Top of a
Page in iOS

Touch-a-touch-a-touch Me: Haptic Feedback, 3D Touch, and
More

• Three Ways to Free Up Space on your iPhone and Remove Old
App Data

• Touch ID Trick: Train Multiple Fingerprints at Once
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Tim Cook’s Emails Apple Employees Post-Election
Team,

Lock Down: Beefing Up Your iOS Security and
Privacy

I’ve heard from many of you today about the presidential election.
In a political contest where the candidates were so diﬀerent and
each received a similar number of popular votes, it’s inevitable that
the aftermath leaves many of you with strong feelings.

• How to Enable Instagram’s New Comment Keyword Blacklist
• iOS 10: Walkthrough of iOS 10’s New Lock Screen

We have a very diverse team of employees, including supporters
of each of the candidates. Regardless of which candidate each of
us supported as individuals, the only way to move forward is to
move forward together. I recall something Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. said 50 years ago: “If you can’t fly, then run. If you can’t run,
then walk. If you can’t walk, then crawl, but whatever you do you
have to keep moving forward.” This advice is timeless, and a
reminder that we only do great work and improve the world by
moving forward.

• Can’t Remotely Control Your HomeKit Devices? Enable iCloud
Two-Factor Authentication
• iOS 10: Managing Siri’s Third Party App Voice Control
• Installing spam call blockers in iOS 10

• Step Right Up: Features, Features, Features
• 9 Great New ‘Little’ iOS 10 Features

While there is discussion today about uncertainties ahead, you can
be confident that Apple’s North Star hasn’t changed. Our products
connect people everywhere, and they provide the tools for our
customers to do great things to improve their lives and the world
at large. Our company is open to all, and we celebrate the diversity
of our team here in the United States and around the world —
regardless of what they look like, where they come from, how they
worship or who they love.

• The Big iOS 10 Features That Aren’t Available on the iPhone 5
and iPhone 5c
• iOS 10: How to Use Your iPhone as a Magnifying Lens

• Check Up Time: iOS 10 Health
• Quick Tip: iCloud Can Now Backup and Restore Health Data

I’ve always looked at Apple as one big family and I encourage you
to reach out to your co-workers if they are feeling anxious.

• With iOS 10, Your iPhone Can Save Up to Eight Lives

Let’s move forward — together!
Best,
Tim
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Melissa Holt posted the following article to macobserver.com on
October 4, 2016. tinyurl.com/hxtdt7s and tinyurl.com/z44k82f. ©
The Mac Observer, Inc. She is an Apple Consultant who lives and
works along the Front Range in Colorado.

iOS 10 Maps: Adding Pit Stops Along Your Route
By Melissa Holt
So let’s say you’re driving on your merry way with Maps routing
you, and you decide that you want to visit a gas station or grab
food before you arrive at your destination. Well, in iOS 10, we’ve
got a simple way to do so, and I’ve already found it darned handy!
To use this, tap to open the drawer at the bottom of the Maps
window while you’re navigating somewhere.

Tap the “Go” button next to
the one you want, and your
rerouted navigation will
begin. You’ll then see a blue
“Resume Route” option at
the top of your screen, which
you can touch to
continue turn-by-turn
directions to your original
destination.

Then you’ll see your category options. You can choose to find gas
stations, food, or coﬀee along your route.
Pick your category, and Maps’ll pull up a list of possibilities with
details on how much time each one will add to your trip.
29
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Within “Display & Brightness” is the “Raise to Wake” toggle. Turn
that oﬀ as I’ve done below, and you’ll then need to press a button
to turn your screen on instead of it waking automatically.
Pretty cool, and easy as pie. Now if I’ve gotta get coﬀee on my
way to get my morning coﬀee, I can do just that. And don’t you
dare tell me that isn’t normal.

iOS 10: Turning Oﬀ “Raise to Wake”
By Melissa Holt
Pretend you’re me. You’ve got friends with whom you text a lot.
Said texts, while hilarious, often contain words and opinions that
aren’t suitable for everyone, let’s put it that way. Enter the iOS 10
Raise to Wake feature! Yikes.
You see, when paired with notifications appearing on my lock
screen, “Raise to Wake” has already led to some stuﬀ flashing up
that was less than ideal, just because I happened to turn my
iPhone over on a table. So I toggled “Raise to Wake” oﬀ. If you’re
paranoid like I am (or you just would rather control when your
screen turns on and your notifications appear), here’s what you’ll
do. First, open Settings on your iOS 10 device and go to the
“Display & Brightness” section.

Whew. No more cursing in front of clients. Well, at least no more
TEXT cursing in front of clients. I make no promises about what I’ll
say when I can’t get their Macs to do my bidding.
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Caitlin McGarry posted the following article to macworld.com on
October 11, 2016. tinyurl.com/h3fellx. © IDG Consumer & SMB.
She is a Staﬀ Writer at Macworld who covers Apple news, health
and fitness tech, and social networks.
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right now: Go to Settings > Mail > Threading. Toggle on “Most
recent message on top.” No more scrolling.
If this setting were turned on by default, Apple might prevent a few
headaches, but at least it’s available.

How To Fix Threaded Emails In Mail On iOS 10

How to deal with
complete threads

Got problems with how Mail handles threaded conversations in iOS
10? Take control of your settings.

Another Mail setting can be
a lifesaver if you regularly
farm out your emails to
various mailboxes, or if you
want to see more than just
messages you’ve received.
Under Settings > Mail >
Threading, you can turn on
the “complete threads”
feature to see all of a
thread’s conversations in
c h r o n o l o g i c a l o r d e r,
regardless of which mailbox
they’re in. This makes it
easier to follow a
conversation.

By Caitlin McGarry
You know when you’ve upset Today Show co-host Hoda Kotb that
you’ve crossed a line. That’s exactly what Apple did by changing
up threaded emails in iOS 10’s Mail app, which has people across
the internet befuddled. What’s with all the scrolling to read
messages? Why is the oldest message on the top of the thread? I
know it’s perplexing, but these annoyances are easily fixable—and
if you want to disable Mail threading altogether, you can do that,
too.

Two Mail settings you
can’t change
The arrows in Mail are,
frankly, a little bizarre.
Instead of tapping up or
down to skip to the next
message as in iOS 9—you know, because messages are stacked
vertically—Apple has given us left and right arrows. It seems
unintuitive, but I’m getting used to it. Slowly and begrudgingly.

Move most recent email to the top
At first, I loved iOS 10’s new threaded email. Then I started
planning a wedding, and email threads with vendors began to
spiral out of control. Threads should’ve been the best way to
manage the back-and-forth about pricing and availability, but then
I realized I was shooting myself in the foot by not enabling one
subtle tweak in Mail settings. Be prepared for your life to change

It’s also no longer possible to delete every message in a folder
aside from Junk or Trash. Banishing all of your junk or trashed
email to the Great Email Cemetery in the Sky is still possible by
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tapping Edit > Delete All, but in other folders you have to mark all
and then move to Trash.

Turn oﬀ Mail threads altogether
If you can’t stand threading and would rather sift through related
emails using Mail’s handy search bar, then go to Settings > Mail >
Threading and turn oﬀ “Organize by thread.”
There are a few great features in iOS 10 that make Mail worthwhile,
like the unsubscribe option that auto-responds to junk email on
your behalf and a new filtering shortcut. And while email threads
can take some getting used to, checking out your options in
Settings > Mail will make them a whole lot easier to manage.
Dave Hamilton posted the following article to macobserver.com on
September 27, 2016. tinyurl.com/j3sjtod.· © The Mac Observer,
Inc. He is President and CEO of The Mac Observer, Inc. and
producer and co-host of TMO's Mac Geek Gab Podcast.

iOS 10: Print to PDF With And Without 3D Touch

Tap the Reply button to bring up the option sheet
and choose Print

By Dave Hamilton

2. While on the print page you have one of two options, depending
upon your iOS device. On an iPhone with 3D Touch (6s or 7
series), you can Pop (hard push) the page you see and that will
reveal the appropriate screen. If you don’t have 3D Touch or don’t
want to use it, you can pinch-to-zoom (Apple speak for “reverse
pinch outwards from center”) and that will reveal the same screen.

One of the new features in iOS is the ability to natively print to PDF,
similar to what you can do with macOS. It’s relatively simple, but
not necessarily obvious. Here are the steps:
1. First, choose to print a page. Note that not every app will
support this. For our example, we’ll use Mail. Tap the Reply
arrow at the bottom and choose Print from the list that comes
up.
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3. Once here, tap the share icon in the lower left. From there
choose your destination. That could be your iCloud Drive, a Mail
message, a Message, your Dropbox or any other destination

3D Touch or pinch-to-zoom out on the document preview, then tap
the Share button in lower left.
capable of receiving a file.
Choose your Service and save it there. (“Girl Next Door” is the
name of a Fling song, nothing more!)
That’s it! Now you can save PDFs from most places on iOS.
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Jeﬀ Gamet posted the following article to macobserver.com on
September 21, 2016. tinyurl.com/gro9bkx. © The Mac Observer
Inc.
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I spend a lot of time working in OmniOutliner, so I’m really glad
tabbed windows work there. They don’t, however, work for me in
BBEdit—another app I use daily. That’s most likely because
BBEdit uses its own document list to keep everything in a single
window.

macOS Sierra: How to Use Tabbed Windows
By Jeﬀ Gamet
Now that macOS Sierra is out, you can use the tabbed window
goodness you’re familiar with in Safari and the Finder in pretty
much any app. Tabbed app windows are a system-level thing, so
there’s a good chance the apps you use every day already support
the feature. Read on to see how it works.
To take advantage of macOS Sierra tabbed windows you first need
a couple documents open in the same app. Now go to Window >
Merge All Windows to group them together as tabs. Once your
documents are grouped in a single tabbed window you can click
the plus button to the right of the last tab to create new blank
documents.

Command-T lets you open new tabbed windows in some apps,
like Maps
Apps that don’t oﬀer text formatting, like Maps, can typically use
Command-T to create new tabs, as well. Command-T also opens
the text formatting window, so good job on doubling up the
function of a system-wide keyboard shortcut, Apple.
Tabbed document groups work just the same as tabs in Safari, so
you can switch documents with a click, and drag to rearrange
them, too. Considering how many documents I have open, macOS

Tabbed OmniOutliner windows in macOS Sierra
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Sierra tabbed windows should free up a lot of screen space for
me.
Editor - This is a great feature. I love it!
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on October 11,
2016. tinyurl.com/hqeuf4t. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.
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macOS Sierra 10.12 or later and the iPhone or iPad
must be running iOS 10 or later. Earlier devices and
iOS versions will not have access to the feature

How To Use Universal Clipboard On Mac, iPhone,
iPad

•

Same iCloud account signed into all devices
wanting to use Universal Clipboard

•

The Mac must be from 2012 onward, not just one
of the Macs which supports Sierra (in other words,
some Macs which can run Sierra do not have
Universal Clipboard ability)

•

The devices must be on the same wi-fi network,
with Bluetooth enabled

In my experience having all hardware on the same wi-fi network
with Bluetooth enabled is the most reliable way to get Universal
Clipboard to work.
Assuming you have met the requirements to use Universal
Clipboard on a Mac, iPhone, or iPad, here’s all you need to do:

Universal Clipboard is one of the greatest features available with
the latest versions of macOS and iOS which allow you to copy and
paste between devices across platform or devices. For example,
you can copy a link on a Mac and then paste it into an email on the
iPhone, or copy a picture on the iPhone and paste it into a
document on the Mac. You could also copy something from an
iPhone and paste it over to an iPad, or from one Mac to another,
and vice versa.

How to Use Universal Clipboard to Copy & Paste
Between iOS & Mac
Using Universal Clipboard is just as easy as copying and pasting
elsewhere natively, except it’s accomplished with Continuity.
Here’s all you have to do:
1. From a Mac, iPhone, or iPad, select and copy
anything as usual
• On Mac: Copy & Paste from the “Edit” menu
• On iOS: Copy & Paste with a tap-and-hold
2. Move to the target device where you wish to paste
the prior copy, and paste into the desired spot

Universal Clipboard is part of the Continuity set of features and it
works seamlessly, allowing you to copy text, images and pictures,
even video, between Macs or iOS devices. If you aren’t yet using
this feature, you really should be, so let’s cover the requirements
and how it works.

Universal Clipboard Requirements
To have access to Universal Clipboard, you will need the following:
•

Modern OS versions: In order to have access to
Universal Clipboard, the Mac must be running
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If the receiving end is on a Mac, you’ll see a little pop-up window
with a status bar saying “Pasting from “Device”
If the receiving end is an iPhone or iPad, you’ll see a pop-up
window with a progress bar stating “Pasting from (device”
as well:

Troubleshooting Universal Clipboard
Universal Clipboard should work flawlessly with the above
requirements and steps, but if you’re having diﬃculties it’s likely
because something is not configured properly or the device is not
running a compatible software version.

Universal Clipboard is perhaps the single best productivity feature
(collaborative Notes may be a close second) in the latest versions
of iOS and Mac OS for users who juggle between diﬀerent devices
on a regular basis, and it goes great with the other Continuity
features like Handoﬀ.
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◦

Be sure the devices are compatible with
Universal Clipboard

◦

Double-check that each device is running
iOS 10.0 or later, or macOS Sierra 10.12 or
later, install any lingering system software
updates on either device

◦

Enable wi-fi and join the same network for all
devices involved

◦

Enable Bluetooth on all devices involved

◦

Insure all devices are using the same Apple
ID and have iCloud enabled

◦

Insure that Handoﬀ is enabled in iOS
(Settings > General) and Mac OS (System
Preferences > General)

◦

Log out and back into iCloud and try again
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icons for third-party programs (in my case, like 1Password,
Dropbox, and Cloak).

Reboot the hardware and try again

Before Sierra, we could move some of the system icons, but not
the third-party ones. Now, nothing’s oﬀ limits except Notification
Center (the three-lined icon), which has to stay pinned to the right.

•

Customizing your Menu Bar is really simple. Just hold down the
Command key on your keyboard, and then click and drag any icon
to rearrange things. So here’s an incredibly exciting screenshot of
me moving 1Password next to Notification Center:

Remember, you copy and paste on a Mac with Edit >
Copy / Paste, and on iPhone or iPad with a tap-and-hold
> select > Copy / Paste.

Melissa Holt posted the following article to macobserver.com on
October 6, 2016. tinyurl.com/z67jzxy. © The Mac Observer, Inc.
She is an Apple Consultant.

Weird. That’s weird. I’ve been using OS X/macOS for long enough
that having a third-party icon all the way over there is almost…
disorienting. But gosh, at least now I have the choice to do so!

macOS Sierra: Rearrange Your Menu Bar
By Melissa Holt
Under Sierra, we have much greater freedom to configure what’s
called the Menu Bar; that’s the bar that appears at the top of your
screen, containing both system icons (like the clock and Wi-Fi) and
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watching a web video or movie without having to have an entire
Safari or Netflix window open.

7 Of The Best MacOS Sierra Features That You’ll
Actually Use
macOS Sierra has many
new features and
enhancements, some of
which are significant and
others that are more
minor yet still nice to
have. We’ve picked a
handful of features new
to macOS Sierra that
you’re sure to enjoy and actually use, read on and check them out.

To access Picture in Picture (PIP) web video, simply right-click on
a playing web video and choose “Enter Picture in Picture” (for
YouTube, right-click twice) and the video will pop-up in a little PiP
window that you can drag around on screen.

Obviously you’ll need to have installed macOS Sierra to have
access to these features.

1: Siri on the Mac

This feature is also available on the iPad, and older versions of
Mac OS can get Picture in Picture with an app called Helium.

Siri is now on the Mac, which is perhaps the most obvious new
feature in Sierra, and it’s pretty useful too! You can access Siri from
the menu bar item by clicking the colorful icon in the corner in the
top-right corner of the screen, or by clicking on the big Siri button
in the Dock.

3: Cross iOS-to-Mac (and Vice Versa) Clipboard
The new Mac-to-iOS and iOS-to-Mac clipboard is incredibly
useful, it allows you to copy and paste between a Mac and an

You can ask Siri on the Mac to get the weather, who directed a
movie, send a message, get playtimes for sports events, find
recently worked on documents, and so much more. Most of the
Siri commands work the same as what’s available on iPhone and
iPad, so view this giant list of Siri commands to get some ideas if
you’re new to the virtual assistant, and many of the type of queries
you’d enter into Spotlight you can also ask of Siri.

2: Picture in Picture Web Video
Picture in Picture mode allows you to have a floating video playing
on the screen, oﬀering a more minimalist viewing window for
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iPhone, or an iPhone and an iPad, and then back to a Mac, and
any other combination you can imagine. The copying/pasting is
done seamlessly through iCloud and works quite well, just copy on
one location, paste in another, it just works.

Go to the  Apple menu and choose “About This Mac” and then
visit the “Storage” tab. Next to your primary Macintosh HD, you’ll
see a “Manage” button, which is how you access the new storage
optimization screen.

In order to use the cross Mac-to-iOS clipboard, you’ll need to be
sure the devices you wish to use it with are using the same Apple
ID with iCloud enabled, have Bluetooth enabled, have Handoﬀ
enabled, and they will need iOS 10 (or later) on the iPhone or iPad,
and you’ll need macOS 10.12 (or later). Meeting those basic
requirements is essential to use the great clipboard feature.

You’ll also find options to store stuﬀ in iCloud (highly recommend
having a very fast and very stable internet connection if you use
this feature), reduce clutter, empty trash automatically, and to
optimize storage by ditching old iTunes crud.
The Utility is kind of like a simpler version of OmniDiskSweeper or
DaisyDisk, but it’s built into macOS and doesn’t require any
downloads.

4: Storage Recommendations & Optimization

5: Logging in with Apple Watch

MacOS now includes a feature which can help to discover where
your disk space has vanished too. You’ll see how much space
Applications, Documents, iTunes, Mail, Photos, Trash, other users,
System, and other items found in the file system take up.

If you’re a Mac user who also has an Apple Watch, you can quickly
log in to your Mac with your Apple Watch by doing nothing but
wearing it and waking the Mac from sleep.

You’ll need to have Apple ID two-factor authentication enabled to
gain access to this feature, then just be sure it’s checked in the
Security preference panel on the Mac.
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6: Keep Folders on Top with Finder Sorting
Have you ever wished you could have folders on the very top of a
directory listing when using Finder List view? Finally you can, if you
use the “name” sorting element anyway. This is a small feature but
it’s surprisingly useful, and something that many of us have been
wanting for ages.

Now you can wonder no more, with the URL message preview
you’ll at least have some idea of what you’re about to click. Phew!
This great little feature also exists in iOS 10.

You can find this setting in the Finder > Finder menu >
Preferences, it will be under the “Advanced” options.

7: iMessage Link Previews
Your friend sends you a URL in iMessage without a description…
do you click to find out what it is? Is it SFW or NSFW? Do you
ignore it? Or do you ask for a clarification on what you’re about to
dive into? This scenario happens often, but now with macOS
Sierra the Messages app will attempt to render a little link preview
for any URL pasted into and sent in Messages for Mac.
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macOS Sierra Download Stops with “An error has
occurred” or “failed to download”
Sometimes when users attempt to download macOS Sierra from
the Mac App Store they will confront a “An error has occurred” red
message and the download stops.

Troubleshooting macOS Sierra Problems

The solution to this is fairly straight forward: Delete any existing
Sierra installers, whether they are half-downloaded or not, reboot
the Mac, and try again.

For most users, installing macOS Sierra has gone without a hitch
and they’re left with a trouble-free Mac that works great with the
latest macOS system software release. But, not everything goes
smoothly for everyone, and sometimes updating to macOS Sierra
can lead to a variety of problems.

I ran into variants of the download trouble several times. What
finally resolved it was to delete the half-cooked “Install macOS
Sierra” file from Launchpad (which had a big question mark on it),
then rebooting.

We’re compiling a list of common problems in this troubleshooting
guide to remedy issues with the macOS Sierra download,
installation, update, and post-install process. Unfortunately for me
(but fortunately for you readers), I personally have had the joy of
encountering many of these problems during and after updating
one particular MacBook Pro to Mac OS Sierra 10.12, so I have
very recent extensive firsthand experience with troubleshooting
much of what is covered here.
To be perfectly clear this is meant to be a compilation for potential
issues experienced with the macOS Sierra update process. Most
of this will not be encountered by the average user, and is in no
way suggestive of what to expect during the Sierra update or
installation process. The vast majority of Macs update to macOS
Sierra without any adverse incident.
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The good news is that wi-fi trouble is usually really easy to fix and
the above article details specific steps to take which remedy the
vast majority of wireless networking diﬃculties.

Unable to Download macOS Sierra, shows as
“Downloaded”
If the Mac App Stores shows that “macOS Sierra” has
“Downloaded” and the button is not possible to click again, you
likely had one of the beta or GM builds and you will need to
remove any existing “Install macOS Sierra” application installers
from the Mac, or any connected drives. That last part is critical,
because it appears the Mac App Store has no trouble locating a
named “Install macOS Sierra.app” located on an external volume.
Yes this includes even the GM builds which share the same name
as the installer app, and prevents the installer from downloading
again.

macOS Sierra Boots to Black Screen, Stuck on Black
Screen
Some users have discovered that macOS Sierra will boot to a
black screen and get stuck, unable to go further. This gives the
appearance that the Mac is oﬀ, but it’s actually on and the screen
is just stuck dark, with the Mac doing who knows what. This can
happen right after the initial installation, but also during a standard
Mac system restart after having updated to Sierra. I personally
experienced this in the latter scenario during a regular reboot, and
as you can imagine it’s fairly annoying to discover the Mac won’t
boot up normally. Fortunately with prior experience handling a
similar issue, I was able to resolve it with the following steps in this
order:

Of course the other reason macOS Sierra will show as
“Downloaded” under the Mac App Store Purchases tab is if you
are actively running macOS Sierra, in which case you will not be
able to re-download the installer easily.

1.
Disconnect all USB cables and USB devices from the
Mac, aside from a mouse or keyboard if applicable

Error “This copy of the Install macOS Sierra.app
application is damaged, and can’t be used to install
macOS.”
Something happened during the installer download where it was
either interrupted or became corrupted. Typically this means the
internet connection was disrupted, or the file itself somehow was
interfered with during the transfer.
You will need to delete the “Install macOS Sierra.app” and
download it again from the Mac App Store.

2.

Shutdown the Mac

3.

Reset SMC

4.

Reset NVRAM/PRAM

5.

Boot as usual

It may not be necessary to reset both PRAM/NVRAM and SMC,
but since you’re already doing one you might as well do the other.
You’ll lose a few basic power settings by doing so, but it’s not a
big deal, and it resolved the stuck on black screen issue for me.

MacOS Sierra Wi-Fi is Dropping or Unusually Slow
Some Sierra users have found wi-fi drops or is abnormally slow. If
this applies to you, you will likely need to trash the wi-fi prefs and
then create a new network location to resolve wireless networking
problems like this. We have a detailed guide to fix wi-fi problems
with macOS Sierra here.
•
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Constant iCloud Error and iCloud Authentication PopUp Messages
Many components of macOS Sierra are dependent on iCloud, and
during the initial setup process you’ll be asked to enable various
iCloud features including Storage Optimization and iCloud

Read how to fix wi-fi problems in macOS Sierra
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Documents and Desktop. Whether you want to use all of those
features or not is up to you, but an odd side eﬀect encountered by
some is constant iCloud error messages and pop-ups to
authenticate.

Mac is Hot, Mac Fans Running at Full Speed After
macOS Sierra Installation

Two persistent popups that I was running into were “This Mac
can’t connect to iCloud because of a problem with (email
address)” and “Error connecting to iCloud”.

Thus, if the Mac is running warm or the fans are blazing away after
updating to macOS Sierra, the best thing you can do is simply
wait. The vast majority of the time the indexing process simply
needs to run and complete, and the Mac will become usable with
low fan usage and a cool temperature again.

If the computers fans are running after updating to MacOS Sierra
and the Mac feels hot to the touch, it’s very likely to because the
Mac is indexing. This is not indicative of a problem in and of itself,
and it’s perfectly normal for the Mac to require reindexing the
entire hard drive for features like Spotlight and Siri to work.
Additionally, the new Photos app for Mac index the Photo library to
identify places, features, faces and people, and other landmarks,
which can also take a while. It’s also likely that Time Machine will
be running to backup the Mac again after updating the system
software. Just let all of these processes complete, do not
intervene.

I was able to fix the iCloud errors and make them go away by
doing the following:

For most users this process can take an hour or so, but with many
documents or Photos, it can take quite a bit longer. If the Mac is
still misbehaving after leaving it to index overnight, open the
“Activity Monitor” application (found in /Applications/Utilities/) and
sort by CPU, so that high CPU usage is at the top. This will tell you
what (if any) applications or processes are consuming the
processor and could give you an idea of where to look to
troubleshoot further, which is typically an errant task or process.

1. Go to the  Apple menu and choose System Preferences
2. Go to “iCloud” and click on “Sign Out”
3. Reboot the Mac
4. Return to the iCloud preference panel ( Apple menu > System
Preferences) and log back into iCloud
After logging out and back into iCloud, the iCloud error pop-ups
went away.

macOS Sierra Video Problems, Hypercolor Rainbow
Display Craziness

Safari Webpages Won’t Load, Links Don’t Work

This is a weird one that I experienced on a Retina MacBook Pro:
the built-in display suddenly encountered severe video display
problems, ranging from improperly rendered drop-shadows to –
and here’s where it gets really out there – psychedelic hypercolor
rainbow display oddness, permeating throughout various onscreen
elements.

Some users are reporting that Safari is problematic after updating
to macOS Sierra, where links don’t work at all, or you type a URL
into the address bar and hit return and nothing happens.
If you experience this issue, you can empty caches in Safari for
Mac, then quit and relaunch the app and it should work fine again.
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And yes, if you’re following along, that’s two diﬀerent occasions
where trouble after updating to macOS Sierra was resolved with an
SMC reset…. hmm.

Finder Not Responding, Apps Crashing Constantly,
Apps Won’t Open, Constant Beachballs
Finder not responding? Apps not responding? Apps won’t open?
Apps say they are damaged? Constant inappropriate beachballs
for no apparent reason? Well, you can temporarily remedy these
issues by rebooting the Mac. And then rebooting the Mac again.
And again.

In addition to the psychedelic color experience, dropshadows and
other UI elements would appear obviously broken and display
errantly:
But here’s the bad news; if you are experiencing those type of
issues consistently and have to reboot once or twice a day as a
temporary workaround, you should give in and reinstall macOS
Sierra.

Speaking from direct experience, I battled and troubleshooted for
several days the unresponsive apps, apps unable to open,
inappropriate beachballing, but no matter what I did, no matter
how many caches and app data was trashed, whatever
troubleshooting hoops I jumped through, the problems returned in
a matter of time after the next reboot.

Here’s a brief video demonstrating what the crazy video situation
looks like on a Retina MacBook Pro display when it’s changing
wallpapers:
Check the original to see the video.

The only way to finally remedy these problems was to completely
reinstall macOS Sierra via Recovery Mode. It takes a little while,

The solution? Another SMC reset.
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but it seemed to have fixed the problem (for now anyway, knock
on wood).
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software update anyway. There’s certainly nothing wrong with that
conservative approach to software updates, but obviously in the
interim you’d be missing out on any of the great new features in
macOS Sierra.

Sierra Bricked Mac Completely
A bricked Mac means it won’t boot up at all. This is very rare, but
there are varying reports online of Sierra just outright bricking a
Mac after a failed install.
If this happens, you’ll almost certainly need to initiate a reinstall
process of macOS or Mac OS X, though some users have had to
go so far as to take their computer to an Apple Store for hands-on
support.

Should You Wait for macOS Sierra 10.12.1?
It’s easy to read this article and conclude that macOS Sierra could
be a pain-in-the-behind to deal with and troubleshoot. The good
news is that the vast majority of users won’t experience any of
these problems, most software updates go without a hitch.
Nonetheless, the diﬃculties described oﬀer further evidence to
support why you should always backup before updating any
system software. Backing up is arguably the most important part
of preparing for and successfully installing macOS Sierra (and any
other OS for that matter), as it insures your data will be there in the
event something goes wrong and you need to roll back or restore.
For me personally, updating a 2015 13″ Retina MacBook Pro to
macOS Sierra from OS X El Capitan 10.11.6 has proven to be an
unusual headache. As seen in this article, the problems have been
pervasive and arrived as a deluge, with one issue appearing after
the other. (For some background, I run a very vanilla and boring
OS for my work machine with very few third party apps on this
Mac). Ultimately I have reinstalled macOS Sierra and things are
working more smoothly (at the moment anyway) but if the same
variety of problems crop up again I’ll either perform a clean install
or downgrade back to El Capitan and wait until 10.12.1 comes out
(which is currently under beta development). Some Mac users
routinely wait for the first major point release to install a major

The Joy of Tech is reprinted with the permission of Nitrozac and
Snaggy. Please visit their Web site, www.geekculture.com, and
check out their great Mac T-shirts, caps, beanies, buttons,
posters and other paraphernalia!
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3. Change admin password

Router Configuration - Easy Security And
Improvements

It sounds crazy, but if you leave the default password on your
router, in some cases just clicking a link on the Internet can
change the settings. Or, if one of your computers gets infected,
some malware tries the most common router passwords to try to
hijack the settings. It's important you change it!

This article is a list of best practices for home router and WiFi
security.

1. What you'll need

You do not need a complex password, it just needs to be
something that's not common. For example, your last name and
year.

First, we're going to your router's management webpage and
logging in so you can make changes. You'll need to know your
router's manufacturer and model, which should be on a sticker on
it.

Once you change the password, write it on a piece of paper and
tape it to your router. You should log out of your router when you're
not actively administering it.

With that info, find your router's default admin password here:
www.routerpasswords.com

4. Change DNS to two diﬀerent redundant services

Click each of these common links to router admin pages below, or
go here for instructions on finding it.

When you hear about major home Internet outages on the news,
it's often because the servers the ISP was using that operate as
the phonebook of the Internet were attacked or were down.
Related, the major internet attack on October 2016 against Dyn
was against DNS. I personally didn't even notice because the
services I use mitigated the issue for me.

192.168.0.1 | 192.168.1.1 | 192.168.2.1 | 10.10.10.1 | 10.0.0.1
Why is this so complicated? Because nerds valorize deleterious
individualism.

2. Upgrade firmware

Or, how about when you type in a website address incorrectly and
a search website from your ISP appears? That's actually not
supposed to happen, your ISP is hijacking DNS NXDOMAIN to
show you ads.

Routers are in fact small computers running Linux, and they have
vulnerabilities and bugs like any computer. Fixes for these are
called firmware updates. Often, they will also improve performance
and resolve WiFi issues, so if you're not running the latest version
you're just hurting yourself.

Change your DNS servers to the following to fix both these issues.

Here are links to the support pages of some popular
manufacturers. Note that cable modems can only be updated by
the cable company.
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The first is OpenDNS and the second is Google. OpenDNS is first
because they do special caching to hide DNS outages from
hurting you. OpenDNS no longer does NXDOMAIN hijacking, they
make their money from their business product.

8. Remote Management: Oﬀ

5. WiFi encryption type and password

9. Respond to ping: Oﬀ

Turn this oﬀ. There's no need for teenagers in another country to
scan the Internet and find your router's administration page. That
would be bad.

There have been multiple generations of WiFi security, and for that
reason many people's devices are configured with outdated
settings. For years, manufacturers set up routers with the most
lenient configuration to try to avoid any possible customer support
calls. Unfortunately, as time has gone on this means many people
do not have proper protection, using technology that's over 10
years old and broken.
•
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Turn this oﬀ to cloak your router from cursory Internet sweeps.
There's no reason for it to be on unless you have a reason.

Extra: Guest network
[Need to write this section] Use for Internet-only devices that don't
need local LAN access to other electronics, enable guest isolation

Extra: Recommended hardware upgrades

Encryption type: WPA2 Personal + AES

•
Password: Make it 12 characters or more. WiFi
passwords can be brute-forced over a long period of time and you
should rarely have to type it in, so just make a good password that
will last you.

If you're still on an ancient router that's not getting security
updates, or renting your modem from your cable company for $10
a month, you might be interested in the below recommendations
from WireCutter, which is owned by the New York Times. I do not
get any revenue from you clicking these links.

6. SSID hiding and MAC filtering: Oﬀ

Recommended routers: http://thewirecutter.com/reviews/bestwi-fi-router/

•
SSID hiding doesn't do anything against hackers, it
wastes your time and makes your laptop constantly yell out the
name
•

Recommended modems: http://thewirecutter.com/reviews/bestcable-modem/

MAC filtering is useless as a security mechanism

NEEDED

These settings have uses, but they are not for normal home users.
If you're using either, turn them oﬀ and just forget these options
exist. The only layer of security that works is a strong WiFi
password.

New Product Reviewers. If you want to obtain a free Mac-related
application, hardware, book, accessory, or training package, all
you have to do is review them for the MLMUG Website and
Newsletter. Just contact Maria Arguello, our Vendor Liaison, at
arguello10@verizon.net with the product’s name and the vendor’s
URL. She will try to get you a review copy. You keep what you
review.

7. WiFi Protected Setup: Oﬀ (Probably)
Turn this oﬀ. "WPS" is a poorly-implemented security nightmare
that's often easily exploited to hack into your network. Turn it oﬀ
unless you have, or plan to have, a WiFi printer that requires it to
set up the system.

Photographers for the MLMUG Photo of the Month column or
MLMUGERS Caught-in-the-Wild. You don't have to be a
professional photographer. Contact our Graphics Editor, Sally
Bazrod, at sallybazrod@mac.com.
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example is a recently-announced Google experiment in which
neural nets invented their own message encryption.

AI and Humans
What’s Inside the Box?

The Google Brain research team used the standard encryption test
situation of Alice, Bob and Eve. Neural Net Alice was trained to
send a secret message to Neural Net Bob, who was trained to
decode it. Neural Net Eve tried to eavesdrop (pun intended) on the
communications between Alice and Bob and crack the secret
code.

By Kathy Garges
Deep learning artificial intelligence (also known as
machine learning, or neural networks) is the
current boom area of AI. From Google’s AlphaGo, which was
awarded an honorary professional 9-dan ranking in the board
game Go earlier this year after defeating a human of that ranking,
to new lip reading programs announced by two diﬀerent research
teams in the past month, deep learning AI is expanding to conquer
new fields.

Alice and Bob started with a pre-agreed key code and the humangiven goals of sending and receiving the secret message. The
experiment was conducted at a basic level, and after only 15,000
training tasks, Alice developed an encryption method that Bob
could decode and Eve could not. The results were unsophisticated
compared with current human encryption techniques, but
represent a breakthrough because researchers did not previously
think that neural networks would be useful for encryption.

Deep learning works when humans provide a goal for an AI
program that has connecting nodes similar to the synapses of the
human brain. The program works on a large set of training data
and gradually refines its results. The program is tested on another
set of data. The resulting AI program can have a high degree of
accuracy compared with humans and other AI programs. (To give
humans a better understanding of how deep learning works,
Google started an interactive website with some basic
explanations and experiments in visual, music, language
translation, and other applications of machine learning. See the
link at the end of the column.)

The problem is that we don’t know, even in theory, how secure the
encryption method is since we don’t know how it works. It’s not
clear if it’s feasible to program Alice and Bob to tell us what they
are doing, but if we could, then Eve could try to eavesdrop on the
output of that program, likely spoiling the whole point of the
encryption.
Another issue with black box AI programs is raised by a recent
book which examines pricing of consumer goods and services by
computer algorithm. From services like airline tickets to product
websites like Amazon, price setting by computer algorithms is
common. In Virtual Competition: The Promise and Perils of an
Algorithm-Driven Economy, the authors describe several diﬀerent
ways that price setting by computer could play havoc with our
economy in ways we have not considered.

Humans are increasingly raising concerns about deep learning AI
because it operates inside a “black box.” Just like we can’t read
the mind of another human and can only know what is going on
between their two ears by observing behavior, we don’t know what
exactly is going on inside an AI deep learning program. Its internal
process is not available for inspection by humans.
One problem with the “black box” aspect of deep learning
programs is that it makes us uncertain about their accuracy. We
don’t know when, or how much, we can rely on their results. An

The suggestion that pricing algorithms could collude with each
other without human intervention or pre-programming is farfetched given the current state of AI. But the authors describe how
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a program that automatically and immediately matches every
competitor’s price cut or price hike could result in steadily
increasing prices. They also explain how a program could use your
online search history to learn that you never access price
comparison websites, and target you for online shopping price
increases.

be done eﬃciently for diﬀerent applications. In addition, it
suggests that in theory humans could devise ways to crack open
the black boxes of programs that were not originally designed for
transparency. Before you breathe a sigh of relief about “black box”
AI, however, you might want to take a look at the brief black humor
YouTube video at the link given below.

AI researchers are starting to look for ways to make the black
boxes of deep learning AI transparent. An MIT team recently
announced that it has devised a way to structure machine learning
programs to shed some light on how the algorithm is producing
the results, and increase human trust in the programs. The
researchers cite the example of an AI program that has a high
degree of accuracy for cancer diagnosis but is not trusted by
doctors because they don’t know how it works. There are all kinds
of reasons we might want to double check or get a “second
opinion” on AI program results. If we know more about how deep
learning programs operate, we might also be able to improve their
operations and results.

Sources and additional information:
Google, “AI Experiments,” aiexperiments.withgoogle.com.
Timothy Revell, “Google’s Neural Nets Invent Their Own
Encryption,” New Scientist, October 26, 2016, tinyurl.com/zgdnr9t.
Martin Abadi and David G. Anderson, “Learning To Protect
Communications with Adversarial Neural Cryptography,” October
24, 2016, tinyurl.com/zd88lxn.
Review of Ariel Ezrachi and Maurice E. Stucke, Virtual
Competition: The Promise and Perils of the Algorithm-Driven
Economy (2016), Barry Nalebuﬀ, “Priceless,” Science, November
4, 2016.

The MIT experiment was conducted on several sets of text data,
including a website where users rate diﬀerent beers. The program
divided the AI program into two modules. The first module
assigned a numerical score to text segments (fragments) for length
and coherence (strings of consecutive words). This process is a
way of automatically valuing segments of the text for rationality
without have to define good reasoning for each application and
without requiring annotation of the data by humans. The text
segments from the first module were then fed to the second
module which generated a prediction of the beer rating. The
results correlated well with human annotations of the same data
for beer appearance (96%), aroma (95%), and “palate” (80%), and
coordinated with the human user comments related to those beer
attributes

“New MIT technique reveals the basis for machine-learning
systems’ hidden decisions,” Kurzweil Accelerating Intelligence
News, October 31, 2016, tinyurl.com/zd3gd4o .
Tao Lei, Regina Barzilay and Tommi Jaakkola, “Rationalizing
Neural Predictions,” tinyurl.com/j858snc.
Thanks to MLMUGer Bob Barton for this link to a humorous view
of the black box problem. (Note: There is some mild profanity in
the video.) Exurb1a, “27”, YouTube, published March 25, 2016,
www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLRLYPiaAoA.

The MIT experiment requires that an AI program be structured
from the outset to provide a way to verify and examine its
reasoning, but it seems likely that there are various ways this could
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